Errata for *Beyond the Basic Stuff with Python* (updated to 3rd printing)

**Page xii:** “Part III” should now read “Part II”

**Page xiii:** We deleted the “Using the timeit Module to Measure Performance” line from the Table of Contents.

**Page 92-93:** We deleted all content from “Using the timeit Module to Measure Performance.”

**Page 100:** In the last code block, both instances of:

```
workDetails
```

should now read:

```
numberOfPets
```

**Page 105:** We deleted the sentence “You can use Python’s *timeit* module to quickly profile code runtime, which is always better than simply assuming some code runs faster.”

**Page 123:** In the first paragraph following “Block vs. Clause vs. Body,” we added a space between “the” and “code.”

**Page 128:** *description* in the code block should now read *species*

**Pages 163, 164, 249, 251, 255:** “AB to moves a disk” should now read “AB to move a disk”

**234:** In the paragraph following Figure 13-1, “ut” should now read “but”

**265:** In the last line of the second code block, `BOARD_WIDTH` should now read `BOARD_HEIGHT`

**312:** The sentence that starts:

“... For example, a *Customer* object could have a *birthdate* method . . .”

should now read:
“... For example, a Customer object could have a birthdate attribute ...”